In this contribution the impact of finite signal wordlengths on the performance of digital systems for arbitrary sampling rate conversion (ASRC), where input and output sampling rates are derived from independent clock generators, is investigated. For two different approaches to ASRC the noise power due to both, input/output quantisation and multiplication roundoff errors, is determined as a function of the signal wordlengths and system parameters, respectively. The obtained system degradation, estimated on basis of the standard model of quantisation by rounding [23] , is verified by simulation. As a result, simple design rules for the appropriate selection of the various ASRC-inherent signal wordlengths are given subject to the required system performance.
I. Introduction
The necessity to convert a digital signal from one sample rate f i to another f o arises mainly for two reasons: 1) To reduce the computational burden the signal is converted to the minimum sampling rate given by the sampling theorem. 2) For different applications, e.g. digital audio signal processing [1] , [3] , [16] , [18] , [25] , [39] , digital television [15] , [17] , digital video processing [1] , digital image processing [4] , [31] and software radio [13] , [14] , different sampling rates are specified, but data must be transmitted from one application to another. A related task is synchronisation [11] , [5] , [20] , where the nominal values of input sampling rate fi and output sampling rate fo are identical. Another related task is the shifting of a signal by an arbitrary fractional delay [19] , [21] .
Time-Continuous
Signal ( ) The principle of arbitrary sampling rate conversion (ASRC) is depicted in Fig. 1 with input signal x(t i,k ) and output signal y(t o,n ), where both may not strictly be equidistantly sampled. Obviously, the output signal y(t o,n ) of ASRC should represent
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the samples of xc(t) with fo using x(t i,k ) (samples of xc(t) with f i ) as input signal.
Integer Sample Rate Conversion (ISRC)
Quasi-Continuous Approximation
Fig. 2. General approach to ASRC (GASRC)
A general approach to ASRC (GASRC) is depicted in Fig. 2 [7] , [8] , [9] . It consists of two subsystems: 1) a digital interpolator: L-fold upsampler and digital filter h(m
), 2) a continuous interpolator g(t) combined with a resampler operating at the output rate fo. Since GASRC is to be realised as purely digital system, the filtering with g(t) and the sampling with f o are always carried out in one unit. Thus, y(t) is not really a timecontinuous signal. The common simplification, x(t i,k ) = x(kTi) with constant T i , is used in Fig. 2 . This simplification is approximately true in case of a slowly time-varying input clock, at least for the (finite) memory of ASRC, and is therefore assumed throughout this contribution.
The effects of finite coefficient wordlengths of GASRC have already been investigated: in [37] the quantisation of the fractional interpolation interval D as one parameter of the quasicontinuous approximation (Fig. 3) , in [8] the quantisation of all coefficients except D, in [7] the quantisation of all coefficients. So far the impact of finite signal wordlength has not yet been considered: 1. The product of two factors of finite wordlength is represented with smaller wordlength than required yielding a quantisation error. In most cases rounding is the most suitable quantisation method. The respective errors are called multiplication roundoff errors. 2. The result of a multiplication or an addition exceeds the largest representable number. This error is called overflow error. This contribution deals exclusively with the multiplication roundoff errors assuming that overflows are avoided by suitable scaling.
The effects of multiplication roundoff errors can be interpreted as an additional quantisation noise at the system output, which diminishes the signal-to-noise-ratio. This additional quantisation noise depends on the position of each multiplication and the transfer function from this position to the system output [22] , [23] , [30] . Hence, for a given system structure the maximum signal-to-noise-ratio can be achieved by the selection of appropriate system parameters and signal wordlengths. With the quantisation noise reliably expressed as a function of the signal wordlengths and system parameters this selection can be performed even for a large number of different parameter sets and wordlengths (avoiding time-consuming simulations). The focus of this contribution is the derivation of such expressions and their verification.
In the next section two efficient realisations of GASRC are presented. For each realisation the quantisation noise is determined as a function of the system parameters and signal wordlengths. The derived expressions are verified by simulation. Finally a procedure of the selection of suitable ASRC-inherent signal wordlengths is presented.
II. Realisations of GASRC
The output of GASRC is given by [7] , [8] :
with the overall impulse response
Introducing (2) into (1) yields:
The final output signal y(t o,n ) of GASRC (sampled with f o ) is obtained by substituting t with to,n in (4).
Polyphase-Interpolator
GASRC can be efficiently realised according to (3) in two different ways, taking into account that i) only multiplications, additions and delays (memory units) are allowed and ii) g(t) is of finite length.
In GASRC1 (Fig. 3) h(m
) is assumed to be an FIR filter of length N . In this case h(m
) is efficiently realised together with the upsampler L as a polyphase(PP)-interpolator [32] . g(t) is assumed to be composed of piecewise defined polynomials. g(t) is implemented together with the resampler fo as Farrow-structure [10] . The Farrow-structure controls in which branches of the PP-interpolator the respective output signal u(m
) is calculated [7] , [8] . In this manner only those samples u(m
) are calculated which are needed for further processing by g(t). Hence, y(t o,n ) is given by
with the current index of u(m
the fractional interpolation interval (or intersample position [14] ):
which indicates the relative time difference between the current output sample y(t o,n ) and the previous input sample u(m 0 ) relative to the current time t o,n . This is a common assumption for a lot of approximation methods, e.g. the Lagrange-Interpolation [5] , [7] , [27] . In (5) to,n is related to
, so that D ∈ [0, 1) and the same set of c l,s can be used, independently of L [7] . (Several design algorithms yielding the coefficients c l,s are described in [7] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] .) Hence, the coefficients of GASRC1 are h(m In GASRC2 (Fig. 4 ) the time varying coefficients r(to,n −kTi) are obtained according to (2) using the approximation g(t) with the input samples h(m
, stored in a look-up-table [27] , [29] , [7] , [6] . Hence, for the calculation of each r(t o,n − kT i ) the Farrow-structure in Fig. 3 is applied exchanging u(m
) and y(t o,n ) with r(t o,n −kT i ) (Fig. 5) . Additionally, t o,n must be exchanged with (t o,n − kT i ) in (7) and (6) . Obviously, the coefficients of GASRC2 are the same as for GASRC1 (Fig.  5 ).
III. Estimation of Quantisation Noise
A quantisation error e(k) because of multiplication roundoff can be assumed to be uniformly distributed in [− ]; q = 2 −w+1 , q being the quantisation step and w the corresponding signal wordlength [22] , [23] , [38] , [2] . This holds under the following conditions:
• Rounding is used as quantisation method.
• The number of multiplications is statistical relevant. Thus, the input signal must be long enough.
• The input samples to be multiplied with a coefficient are not correlated [2] .
• The wordlength must be large enough. (In the simulation a wordlength of 8 bits proved to be sufficient.)
Presuming a uniformly distributed e(k), the quantisation noise is given by the variance V [24] of e(k) [22] , [23] :
with the expectation operator E{.}. If the quantisation is executed at the input of a system, the effect of quantisation will be equivalent to that of adding a set of noise samples e(k) to the (non-quantised) input signal [22] , [23] . For a discrete filter with impulse response h(mT ) the quantisation noise σ 2 h at the output of the filter due to the input quantisation noise σ 2 is [22] , [23] :
and for a time-continuous filter with impulse response g(t):
Hence, to estimate the impact of quantisation caused by multiplication roundoff on the overall quantisation noise at the output of a system, the impulse responses from the outputs of the multipliers to the system output and its l 2 -norm (9), (10) must be derived [22] , [23] .
A. Wordlengths and Input/Output Quantisation of GASRC
Three signal wordlengths (quantisation step sizes) are distinguished in GASRC (Fig. 2 ): 1. The wordlength wi of the input signal x(kTi). Hence, at the input of the system the quantisation noise is (8):
2. The wordlength w G used for the multiplications in the filters h(m
) and g(t) of GASRC. 3. The wordlength wo of the output signal y(to,n). This causes an additional quantisation noise σ
The part σ x is transferred from the input of GASRC to its output with the overall impulse response r(t) (1):
where the input noise gain Ri is introduced for convenience. With σ ) and g(t). This inner quantisation noise is subsequently derived for GASRC1 and GASRC2.
B. Estimation of Inner Quantisation Noise of GASRC1
First the contribution σ 
12
. This quantisation noise is transferred to the system output with ||g(t)|| 2 2 ( Fig. 2) yielding
as part of the overall inner quantisation noise σ
). R h is the first part of the noise gain R G1 of GASRC1.
Next the contribution σ (Fig. 3) . These contributions are superposed at the output of GASRC1 yielding
as part of σ 2 y . The quantisation noise caused by multiplications with D is also transferred with |D| 2s to the output of GASRC1 with the result
where in contrast to (15) the maximum value of s is (S − 2). In (15) and (16) 
With (15), (16) and (17) the part of the overall inner quantisation noise σ 2 y,G1 of GASRC1 caused by g(t) is:
R g is the second part of the noise gain R G1 of GASRC1. The overall quantisation noise σ 2 y1 of GASRC1 is given as the sum of (12), (13) and its inner quantisation noise σ (14) , (18):
= Ri q
with the noise gain RG1 = (R h + Rg) of GASRC1. Hence, the contributions to the quantisation noise caused by the different wordlengths: w i , w G and w o , are completely independent.
C. Estimation of Inner Quantisation Noise of GASRC2
In GASRC2 the time-varying filter coefficients r(t o,n −kT i ) are calculated by a Farrow-structure (Fig. 5 ) and then convolved with the respective input values x(kTi) (Fig. 4) . The quantisation noise caused by the calculation of each r(to,n − kTi) is equal to the quantisation noise generated by g(t) and is therefore given by (18) .
The number K of calculated coefficients r(to,n − kTi) is the length of r(t) relative to the input sampling instant T i . With the length of r(t) given by the sum of the lengths of h(m
In GASRC2 two signals, x(kTi) and r(t), are multiplied (Fig.  4) , where each signal is deteriorated by quantisation errors. Hence, GASRC2 is non linear concerning quantisation noise and the estimation of the quantisation noise is more involved than for GASRC1.
The quantisation error e 2 (n) of GASRC2 is with (1) given by
with the quantisation errors
and
The variance (8) of e 2 (n) (22) is
if the samples [e r (n)x Q (kT i ) − r(t o,n − kT i )e x (k)] are not correlated, with K being the number of different r(t o,n − kT i ) according to (21) . 1 Quantised signals are marked with Q, e.g. x Q (kT i ). 
Applying (26) to (25) leads to
With ex(k) being the quantisation error of x(kTi) and uniformly
]: E{ex(k)} = 0 and V{ex(k)} = q 2 i 12 (11) . As stated at the beginning of this section, the variance of e r (n) is equal to the quantisation noise of r(t o,n − kT i ) and therefore given by (18) . With some further rearrangement and adding of the not considered output quantisation noise σ 2 y,o (12) the overall quantisation noise σ 2 y2 of GASRC2 can be derived from (27) :
The first term KE{r 2 (t o,n − kT i )} is approximately equal to ||r(t)|| 
with Rg from (18) and the noise gain RG2 of GASRC2. Note that in equation (28) some reasonable but still unproven assumptions were made concerning the statistical properties of x Q (kTi) (second and third term of (28)), of r(to,n − kTi) (first term) and of er(n) (third term). Nevertheless, the noise gain R G2 , and consequently the quantisation noise σ 2 y2 , does still depend on the statistical properties of x Q (kT i ) (second term of (29)) in contrast to GASRC1 (20) .
Note also that (28) and (29) are only valid if eqs. (25) and (26) hold.
IV. Verification of Quantisation Noise Model and Simulation
For different sets of parameters simulations were carried out for GASRC1 and GASRC2, where the result of each multiplication is rounded with the according wordlength. The estimates of the quantisation noise in (19) for GASRC1 and in (28) for GASRC2 are also calculated. Throughout the following figures the simulation results are plotted as solid curves and the respective estimation results as dashed curves.
A sum of sine-waves with different frequencies and length 500 is used as input signal x(kT i ). The conversion ratio f o /f i is set to 5.1. So approx. 2600 output samples are calculated. The simulation shows that a conversion ratio of 5.1 is large enough to hold the assumption of D being uniformly distributed in [0,1) which was used for the calculation of R g (18) .
For GASRC2 the values for E{r
2 {er(n)} and V{x Q (kTi)} necessary for the estimation (28) are taken from the simulation. 
In Fig. 6 the quantisation noise of GASRC1 is plotted for different input wordlengths wi, where the inner wordlength wG and output wordlength w o are sufficiently large. The estimations (19) are very close to the simulation results indicating that Ri is valid.
The curves for GASRC2 are not plotted in Fig. 6 because they coincide with the curves for GASRC2. Hence, the assumption KE{r 2 (t o,n − kT i )} ≈ R i applied at the derivation of (29) from (28) is confirmed.
In Fig. 7 the inner quantisation noise σ The inner quantisation noise of GASRC1 and GASRC2 is depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 over w G for different filter lengths N , for M = S = 1 and for M = S = 4, respectively. For GASRC1 the same is observed as in Fig. 7 : The simulation results are very close to the estimation results with the estimates as upper bound. For GASRC2 the difference between estimation and simulation is generally greater than for GASRC1. In most cases the estimates exceed than the simulation results. In addition the results for GASRC1 are more regular than for GASRC2.
For GASRC1 the distance between estimation and simulation results for the inner quantisation noise decreases with increasing (Fig. 10) . For GASRC2 the situation is opposite, where the estimation are generally less precise than for GASRC1.
In Fig. 11 a greater increase of the inner quantisation noise of GASRC1 can be observed with increasing N for M = S = 1 than for M = S ≥ 2. From M = S = 1 ||g(t)|| 2 2 decreases with increasing M = S, until it reaches a final value. As ||g(t)|| 2 2 is a factor of R h (a contribution to the noise gain RG1) ||g(t)|| 2 2 determines the slope of the inner quantisation noise (14) , (20) .
For GASRC1 the estimation (19) is very close to the simulation results and provides an upper bound for all test cases. For GASRC2 the estimation (28) is less precise resulting in a greater difference between estimation and simulation results (see especially Fig. 12) .
GASRC1 yields always a considerably smaller inner quantisation noise than GASRC2 because of the factors K (21) and (29) in contrast to (19) where the quantisation noise of g(t) is weighted with 1. Hence, considering only the quantisation noise GASRC1 should be chosen as a realisation of GASRC. Additionally, GASRC1 requires less computational expenditure than GASRC2 [7] , [8] . 
Since the assumption: E{e r (n)} ≈ 0 is also confirmed by the simulation, the derivation of (29) from (28) is completely verified.
Simulations with special filters h(m
) and g(t) show that the inner quantisation noise of GASRC1 and GASRC2 is reduced if some h(m
) are zero (e.g. for a Nyquist(L) filter) or some c l,s are powers-of-two (e.g. Lagrange interpolation [7] , [8] , [15] , [28] ). Such effects are not considered in the estimations (19) and (28) .
V. Selection of Inner Wordlength
Usually the input and output wordlengths, wi and wo, are prescribed. So only the inner wordlength w G can be chosen. Hence, the input and output quantisation noise given by (R i 
12
) represent a lower bound for the overall quantisation noise (Fig. 13) . With increasing w G the quantisation noise can be reduced. But the improvement of the quantisation noise is only marginal after w G exceeds a certain value (Fig. 13:  w G ≈ 15 for GASRC1, w G ≈ 20 for GASRC2 ). An appropriate and bitrate-saving method to choose the inner wordlength is to select the value of w G , where the inner quantisation noise is approximately equal to the sum of input and output quantisation noise [12] . For GASRC1 this can be found by setting (Ri The corresponding w G is also found graphically at the points where the quantisation noise is 3 dB above the lower bound (R i 
) (in Fig. 13 : w G ≈ 13 for GARSC1 and w G ≈ 17 for GARSC2). For GASRC1 both ways of selection of the inner wordlength, arithmetically based on (20) and graphically based on simulation, yield the same w G (Fig. 13) . Hence, for GASRC1 time-expensive simulation is not required for the selection of w G . For GASRC2 the selection of wG based on simulation lead to slightly different results than a choice based on (28) , (29) where additionally, the statistical properties of x Q (kT i ) must be known in advance. 
VI. Conclusion
The case of arbitrary sampling rate conversion (ASRC) was revisited. Two efficient realisations, GASRC1 and GASRC2, were presented. Based on a quantisation noise model the quantisation noise caused by input/output quantisation (wordlength w i and w o ) and multiplication roundoff errors (inner wordlength w G ) was derived as a function of the signal wordlengths and system parameters for both realisations.
The derived functions were compared with simulation results. For GASRC1 the values of the function / estimation are very close to the simulation results, where these functional values provide an upper bound for the simulation results. For GASRC2 the estimation is less precise than for GASRC1. Additionally, the estimation depends on statistical properties of the input signal, which are in general not known in advance.
Finally a method for an appropriate selection of the inner wordlength wG was presented for prescribed wi and wo. Since the estimation for GASRC1 is very close to the simulation, the choice of the inner wordlength (together with an analysis of the quantisation noise of GASRC1) can be done using the estimation and avoiding time-consuming simulation. For GASRC2 this is not possible. Here the results of the estimation must be checked by simulation. But since in all test cases the quantisation noise of GASRC1 was less than of GASRC2, GASRC2 should only be used if it is required, e.g. GASRC1 can not be realised.
